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Bills of Lading, the   Bills of Lading issued and signed on the 4th of October 2016 

BEPI     Baltic Exchange Panamax Index 

Cargo     Australian Steam Coal carried under the Bill of Lading 

cf.     Confer 
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III. Statement of Facts 

1. Claimant is Furnace Trading Pte Ltd (“CLAIMANT”), the disponent owner of the vessel M.V. Tardy 

Tessa (“the Vessel”), a bulk carrier owned by Imlam Consignorist GmbH (“IMLAM”). CLAIMANT 

is also the carrier under the set of bills of lading (“Bills of Lading”), signed by the master on 

CLAIMANT’s behalf and delivered to Idoncare Berjaya Utama Pty Ltd (“IBU”), the shipper and 

lawful holder of the Bills of Lading. 

2. Respondent is Inferno Resources Sdn Bhd (“RESPONDENT”), the sub-charterer of the Vessel.  

3. The submission of this dispute to the SCMA Tribunal is based on the Arbitration Agreement which 

binds RESPONDENT and IBU, in respect of the Voyage Charterparty and Bills of Lading. The 

Tribunal has jurisdiction to decide the claim on termination of the Voyage Charterparty and damages 

for detention, as well as lien over the Cargo and sub-freight. Its jurisdiction is based on the existence 

of a valid arbitration agreement, which has a broad scope regarding disputes to be settled through 

arbitration and its valid incorporation in the Bills of Lading.  

4. On 1 September 2016, CLAIMANT and RESPONDENT (together “Parties”) concluded a voyage 

charterparty (“Voyage Charterparty”) for the carriage of Australian Steam Coal (“Cargo”) from 

Australia, to one of the agreed eight Chinese ports. The Voyage Charterparty contains a Clause stating 

that any dispute related to the Voyage Charterparty is to be settled by arbitration (“Arbitration 

Agreement”). Singapore law and SCMA Rules are to be applied. It is also established that 

RESPONDENT was obliged to declare the discharge port before the Vessel’s arrival at Singapore. 

Moreover, the Voyage Charterparty declared that freight was due when CLAIMANT sent the invoice, 

5 days after the issuance of the Bills of Lading.  

5. Between 1 September and 1 October 2016, RESPONDENT and IBU also concluded a voyage 

charterparty.  

6. On 4 October 2016, the Vessel finished loading in New Castle, Australia, and the Master signed the 

Bills of Lading. The Bills of Lading are order bills of lading, they nominate IBU as the shipper, 

incorporate the provisions of the Voyage Charterparty and were signed on behalf of CLAIMANT.  
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7. On 9 October 2016, CLAIMANT sent an invoice and, the next day, the Vessel arrived in Singapore 

for bunkering. The same day, CLAIMANT sent an e-mail to RESPONDENT, reminding 

RESPONDENT to pay the freight and declare the discharge port. Mr. Eric Yan forwarded all 

messages.  

8. Between 10 October 2016 and 16 October 2016, CLAIMANT repeatedly reminded RESPONDENT 

to pay the freight due on 9 October 2016. CLAIMANT also reminded RESPONDENT to declare 

discharge port, which should already have been declared on 10 October 2016. 

9. On 16 October 2016, RESPONDENT asked CLAIMANT whether the Vessel could discharge at 

Busan, instead of at one of the agreed ports. CLAIMANT refused and reminded RESPONDENT that 

Busan was an unsafe port. During 16 and 17 October 2016, RESPONDENT declined to divert to 

Busan twice.  

10. On 18 October 2016, after sending 16 e-mails asking RESPONDENT to declare discharge port and 

pay the freight due, CLAIMANT notified RESPONDENT that the failure to fulfill contractual 

obligations amounted to repudiatory breach of the Voyage Charterparty.  

11. On 20 October 2016, CLAIMANT sent a Notice of Lien to RESPONDENT to exercise a lien over 

the cargo on board the Vessel. A Notice of Lien on Sub-Freight was also sent on the same day to 

IBU. Two days later, CLAIMANT sent a Notice of Termination to RESPONDENT, accepting the 

renunciation and repudiatory breach of the Voyage Charterparty. 

12. The dispute was referred to arbitration. RESPONDENT and IBU accepted the jurisdiction of this 

Tribunal.  
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IV. The Tribunal has jurisdiction to decide the claims arising out of or in connection 

with the Voyage Charterparty and the Bills of Lading 

13. In the present case, there is a valid Arbitration Agreement according to Singapore Law, contained in 

Clause 29 of the Recap in conjunction with Clause 26(c) Part 2 Voyage Charterparty. CLAIMANT 

argues that the Tribunal has jurisdiction to decide the claims arising out of or in connection with the 

Voyage Charterparty and Bills of Lading. This is based on the valid Arbitration Agreement which 

was incorporated into the Bills of Lading, which has a broad scope. Thus, the Tribunal should find 

that (1) the Arbitration Agreement was incorporated into the Bills of Lading by reference; and (2) the 

scope of Arbitration Agreement covers the claims arising out of or in connection with the Voyage 

Charterparty and Bills of Lading. 

1. The Arbitration Agreement was incorporated by reference in the Bills of Lading  

14. CLAIMANT submits that the Arbitration Agreement was incorporated in the Bills of Lading through 

an express reference. It therefore binds not only RESPONDENT but also IBU, who is also a party to 

the Arbitration Agreement. The incorporation of the Arbitration Agreement is based on the following: 

(A) the Bills of Lading indicate the intention of the parties to incorporate the Voyage Charterparty 

instead of the Time Charterparty; and (B) the incorporation of the Voyage Charterparty includes the 

Arbitration Agreement, which constitutes a valid arbitration agreement. 

A. The Voyage Charterparty was incorporated into the Bills of Lading 

15. CLAIMANT submits that the parties intended to incorporate the terms of the Voyage Charterparty because 

first, the Bills of Lading indicate “freight”, which refers to the Voyage Charterparty. Second, the incorporation 

of the Voyage Charterparty is more appropriate in the context of the Bills of Lading.  

16. In the case at hand, Clause 1 of Conditions of Carriage provides express incorporation of the Voyage 

Charterparty: “All terms and conditions, liberties and exceptions of the Charterparty, dated as 
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overleaf, […] are herewith incorporated.”1 According to Wadi Sudr2, the Tribunal should recognize 

this incorporation in order to give effect to the parties’ intention to incorporate the terms of Voyage 

Charterparty into the Bills of Lading. 

17. The Bills of Lading indicate that “Freight payable as per charter party”.3 According to SLS Everest4, 

such terms give effect to the performance of the Bills of Lading when the Voyage Charterparty is 

incorporated. It was further established in Cebu, that the word freight means “freight payable under 

a voyage charterparty”.5 Hence, CLAIMANT maintains that “Freight” here refers to Clause 19 of the 

Recap. Based on the foregoing, there is an intention of the parties to incorporate the terms of Voyage 

Charterparty, not the Time Charterparty. 

18. Further, the Tribunal should favour the incorporation of the Voyage Charterparty which is more 

appropriate to regulate the legal relationship between the parties to the Bills of Lading.6 This was 

established in Wadi Sudr, where the court also held that time charterparty terms are not relevant in 

the context of a bill of lading.7 Furthermore, in Kallang it was found that the terms of a voyage 

charterparty are “more naturally germane” to a bill of lading.8 In the case at hand, CLAIMANT 

submits that in the context of Bills of Lading, the terms of the Voyage Charterparty are more relevant 

than the terms of the Time Charterparty. Therefore, it is the terms of the Voyage Charterparty that 

are incorporated into the Bills of Lading. 

B. The Arbitration Agreement was validly incorporated into the Bills of Lading 

19. CLAIMANT argues the Arbitration Agreement and all terms of the Voyage Charterparty are validly 

incorporated in the Bills of Lading. First, the reference in the Bills of Lading implies that the 

                                                 
1 Moot scenario, p.42, 44, 46. 
2 The National Navigation Co v Endesa Generacion SA (The “Wadi Sudr”) [2009] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 666. 
3 Moot scenario, p.41, 43, 45. 
4 Bangladesh Chemical Industries Corp v Henry Stephens Shipping Co Ltd (The “SLS Everest”) [1981] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 

389. 
5 Itex Itagrani Export SA v Care Shipping Corporation and others (The “Cebu”) [1990] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 316. 
6 Guenter Treitel and Francis Reynolds, Carver on Bills of Lading (2nd edn, Sweet & Maxwell 2005) 91, 92. 
7 The National Navigation Co v Endesa Generacion SA (The “Wadi Sudr”) [2009] 1 C.L.C. 393 [111]. 
8 Kallang Shipping S.A. Panama v Axa Assurances Senegal [2008] EWHC 2761 [64]. 
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Arbitration Agreement in the Voyage Charterparty is part of the Bills of Lading. This is valid under 

Singapore Law. Second, the incorporation of an arbitration agreement is a matter of construction of 

parties’ intentions, which can be identified through the specific words of incorporation. 

20. Clause 1 of the Conditions of Carriage provides a reference to the Arbitration Agreement which 

specifies that all terms of the Voyage Charterparty, “including the Law and Arbitration Clause”, are 

incorporated.9 Such provision, according to Kallang, constitutes an express identification that is 

sufficient to incorporate an arbitration agreement in a charterparty.10 Such reference constitutes a 

valid arbitration agreement under Singapore Law. According to Section 2A (8) of IAA,11 which 

applies to international arbitration in Singapore12 vis-à-vis these proceedings, a reference in a bill of 

lading to a charterparty containing an arbitration Clause shall constitute a valid arbitration agreement 

if the reference implies that the arbitration Clause is part of the bill of lading. 13  CLAIMANT 

maintains that the reference in the Bills of Lading implies that the Arbitration Agreement is part of 

the Bills of Lading, thus incorporating the Arbitration Agreement validly under Singapore law. 

International Arbitration Act, Cap 143A, 2002 Rev Ed. 

21. CLAIMANT also submits that the incorporation of Arbitration Agreement is a matter of construction 

of the Parties’ intention14, which should be interpreted through the specific words of incorporation in 

the Bills of Lading. The Court of Singapore held in Concordia Agritrading Pte Ltd v. Cornelde 

Hoogewerff Pte Ltd that the intention to incorporate an arbitration Clause has been clearly expressed 

when the words of incorporation are specific.15 In the case at hand, the specific words of “including 

the Law and Arbitration Clause” should be interpreted as an expressed intention to incorporate the 

Arbitration Agreement into the Bills of Lading.  

                                                 
9 Moot scenario, p.42, 44, 46. 
10 Kallang Shipping S.A. Panama v Axa Assurances Senegal [2008] EWHC 2761 [64]. 
11 International Arbitration Act, Cap 143A, 2002 Rev Ed. 
12 Info available at: < http://www.singaporelaw.sg/sglaw/laws-of-singapore/overview/chapter-4>  accessed at 19 April 

2017 [4.1.4]. 
13 International Arbitration Act, Cap 143A, 2002 Rev Ed., Section 2A (8). 
14 David Joseph, Jurisdiction and Arbitration Agreements and their Enforcement (2nd edn, Sweet & Maxwell 2010) 157. 
15 Concordia Agritrading Pte Ltd v Cornelde Hoogewerff Ptd Ltd [1999] SGHC 269 [16]. 

 

http://www.singaporelaw.sg/sglaw/laws-of-singapore/overview/chapter-4
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22. Therefore, the Tribunal should find that the Arbitration Agreement has been validly incorporated in 

the Bills of Lading. As a consequence, IBU is a party to the Arbitration Agreement and according to 

Section 19B (1) of IAA16 IBU is bound to comply with the arbitration award issued by this Tribunal 

vis-à-vis the lien over the Cargo and sub-freight. 

2. The scope of Arbitration Agreement covers all claims arising out of or in 

connection with the Voyage Charterparty and the Bills of Lading 

23. CLAIMANT submits that the incorporated Arbitration Agreement has a broad scope and 

encompasses all claims arising out of or in connection with the Voyage Charterparty and Bills of 

Lading, because first, the wording of the Arbitration Agreement indicates that it covers all disputes 

arising out of or in connection with the Voyage Charterparty. Second, the Parties impliedly have an 

intention to cover by the Arbitration Agreement issues arising out of or in connection with the Bills 

of Lading, thus the wording of the Arbitration Agreement should be adapted to the Bills of Lading.  

24. The scope of disputes covered by the Arbitration Agreement should be determined by observing the 

proper construction of the Arbitration Agreement.17. The Arbitration Agreement provides that “any 

disputes arising out of or in connection with” the Voyage Charterparty shall be referred to 

arbitration.18 Following the recommendation of International Chamber of Commerce, such Clause 

must be construed to encompass a broad scope of arbitrable issues with regards to the performance 

of the contract as well as any significant relationship to the contract. 19  In the present case, the 

Arbitration Agreement clearly covers the claims regarding termination of the Voyage Charterparty 

and damages for detention which are arising out of or in connection with the Voyage Charterparty.  

25. This broad scope of Arbitration Agreement is adopted by the Bills of Lading. That is because the 

Bills of Lading indicate specific words of incorporation, which are “including the Law and Arbitration 

                                                 
16 International Arbitration Act, Cap 143A, 2002 Rev Ed., Section 2A (8). 
17 Ashville Investments Ltd v Elmer Contractors Ltd [1988] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 73. 
18 Moot Scenario, p.23,32. 
19 J.J. Ryan & Son Inc. v Rhone Poulenc 863 F 2D 315 (4th Cir. 1988). 
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Clause”. It was established in The Rena K20 that such words imply the intention of the parties to the 

Bills of Lading, in this case CLAIMANT and IBU, to apply the Arbitration Agreement to disputes 

arising out of or in connection with the Bills of Lading. In the present case, it was held that the 

wording of the Arbitration Agreement should be adapted to the context of the Bills of Lading in order 

to give effect to such intention. Furthermore, according to The Nerarno21, the intention to incorporate 

the Arbitration Agreement into the Bills of Lading affects whether IBU, as a party to the Bills of 

Lading is bound by the Arbitration Agreement. Therefore, the wording “any dispute arising out of or 

in connection with”, incorporated into the Bills of Lading and covering claims on lien over the Cargo 

and lien on sub-freight which arise out of or in connection with the Bills of Lading, binds IBU. 

26. As a general principle, the existence of a valid Arbitration Agreement confers a mandate upon the 

Tribunal to decide upon all disputes addressed in the case at hand, which fall within the scope of the 

Arbitration Agreement.22 Thus, the Tribunal has jurisdiction to hear the claims arising out of or in 

connection with the Voyage Charterparty and the Bills of Lading as in the case at hand, based on the 

existence of valid Arbitration Agreement. 

V. The Tribunal has the power to order the sale of the Cargo 

27. The Tribunal has in the present proceedings the power to order the sale of the Cargo. Article 12 (1) 

under d of the IAA provides that an arbitral tribunal shall have powers to make orders or give 

directions to any party for the preservation, interim custody or sale of any property, which is or forms 

part of the subject-matter of the dispute. 

28. In the present case both parties have interests in the Cargo. CLAIMANT seeks to obtain the freight 

and other sums by exercising lien and his right to sell the Cargo. Hence, the Tribunal should find that 

the Cargo forms a part of the subject-matter of the dispute, 23 which satisfies the condition provided 

                                                 
20 The Rena K [1979] Q.B. 377. 
21 Daval Aciers’ D’Usinor et de Sacilor v Armare Srl (The “Nerarno”) [1996] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 1. 
22 Alan Redfern and others, Law and Practice of International Commercial Arbitration (4th edn, Sweet & Maxwell, 

2004) 152. 
23 Emilia Shipping Inc v State Enterprise for Pulp and Paper Industries ( The “Emilia Shipping”) [1991] 1 SLR(R) 411; 

Five Ocean Corporation v Cingler Ship Pte Ltd (The “Corinna”) [2015] SGHC 311 [54]. 
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in Article 12(1) under of the IAA. Thus, the Tribunal has power to grant an order for the sale of the 

Cargo 

VI. CLAIMANT is entitled to damages for detention 

29. The Vessel was left adrift in the high seas outside of the port limits of Singapore because 

RESPONDENT failed to nominate a valid and safe discharge port. Failing to nominate a valid 

discharge port and leaving the ship adrift amounts to detention of the ship.24 The Tribunal should find 

that RESPONDENT failed to give a valid nomination on the following grounds: (A) RESPONDENT 

failed to fulfil his obligation to nominate a safe discharge port; (B) CLAIMANT had no obligation to 

accept RESPONDENT’s nomination of Busan; (C) RESPONDENT’s nomination of Ningbo was 

invalid due to the expiration of the time of the essence of the Voyage Charterparty. Thus, 

CLAIMANT is entitled to claim damages due to detention of the Vessel.  

3. RESPONDENT was under the obligation to nominate a safe discharge port 

30. According to Clause 16 of the Voyage Charterparty, RESPONDENT was obligated to declare a safe 

discharge port out of a range of ports included in the contract, namely, Dalian, Jinzhou, Yingkou, 

Yantai, Qingdao, Shanghai, Tianjin, Ningbo, when the Vessel passed Singapore for bunkering.25 In 

this case, RESPONDENT failed to do so punctually. Even under CLAIMANT’s constant pressure to 

comply with its obligation, RESPONDENT’s first reply was on 15 October, 5 days later than the 

agreed date. 

4. RESPONDENT’s nomination of Busan was invalid. 

31. On 16 October 2016, RESPONDENT asked the Vessel to divert to Busan due to congestion at 

Chinese ports. This nomination was invalid because (A) CLAIMANT had no obligation to accept a 

                                                 
24 Nolisement (Owner) v Bunge y Born [1917] 1 K. B. 160. 
25 Moot Scenario, p. 21. 
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nomination outside of the agreed scope; (B) the alleged congestion cannot justify RESPONDENT’s 

new nomination; (C) Busan was a prospectively unsafe port at the time of the nomination.  

A. CLAIMANT was not obligated to comply with an order outside the scope of the 

Voyage Charterparty 

32. CLAIMANT was under no obligation to accept a contract-amending offer to change the discharge 

port. It is well established under English law that even a minor deviation from the terms of the contract 

or performance of the contract which makes it commercially less valuable than the one which was 

promised, is considered equal to not performing the contract.26  

33. A deviation to Busan clearly consists a change of the terms of the Voyage Charterparty. By proposing 

this change, RESPONDENT was essentially giving a new offer, which CLAIMANT had no 

obligation to accept. CLAIMANT had right to reject the invalid nomination of Busan.27 

B. Congestion did not relieve RESPONDENT from the obligation to give orders 

within the limits of the Voyage Charterparty 

34. The alleged congestion cannot render the Chinese ports impossible to access and, as a result, cannot 

justify RESPONDENT’s new nomination. Congestion, as “temporary obstacle”,28 cannot generally 

permit an alternative performance except when it has made the port ultimately impossible to access. 

In every charterparty, there is an implied warranty that any port nominated must be one that is possible 

for a vessel to reach.29 The obligation to elect a possible port also exists where the charterer and owner 

have agreed on a range of ports.30 It is well-established that the existing impossibility on a nominated 

                                                 
26 Re Moore Co v Landauer Co [1921] K. B. 519; Re L Sutro Co v Heilbut Symons Co [1917] 2 K. B. 348. 
27 Moter Oil Hellas (Corinth) Refineries v Shipping Corp. of India (The “Kanchenjunga”) [1990] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 391. 
28 Dahl v Nelson, [1860] 6 App. Cas. 38; Unitramp v Garnac Grain Co Inc (The “Hermine”) [1979] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 

212; Tillmanns v Knutsford [1908] A. C. 406. 
29 Aegean Sea Traders Corporation v Repsol Petroleo S.A. And Another (The “Aegean Sea”) [1998] 2 Lloyd’s Rep. 39 

[67]; Eurico S. p. A. v Philipp Bros [1986] 2 Lloyd’s Rep. 387. 
30 Reardon Smith Line v Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, [1962] 1 Q.B. 42 [23]. 
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port would confer a obligation to nominate a new one upon the charterer.31 Therefore, the duty to 

elect a possible port obliges RESPONDENT to give a new nomination if the alleged congestion has 

made the Chinese ports impossible to access. 

35. Case Law establishes two tests to assess whether the potential delay caused by the congestion can 

make a port “impossible” to reach: first, whether the period of the delay is sufficient to frustrate the 

adventure.32 Second, whether the delay is reasonable.33 The court further held in Reardon Smith that 

the essential element of “impossibility” should be whether these conditions will, in all probability, 

defeat the object of the adventure.34 In the present case, there are eight Chinese ports listed in the 

Voyage Charterparty. Instead of choosing a new port, RESPONDENT could always choose a less or 

not congested port from the agreed range.  

36. Even if all eight Chinese ports were congested, which is highly impossible having regard to the size 

and capabilities of the agreed ports the burden of proof with regards to the existence of such 

impossibility lies with RESPONDENT. In this case RESPONDENT simply claimed congestion 

without any evidence regarding the duration and gravity of the congestion. Therefore, the alleged 

congestion cannot enable a nomination outside of the stipulated scope. 

5. RESPONDENT’s nomination of Ningbo was invalid 

37. CLAIMANT had no obligation to accept RESPONDENT’s nomination of Ningbo, because (A) 

CLAIMANT had the legal right to establish a time of the essence when RESPONDENT was guilty 

of undue delay and CLAIMANT had already set a time of the essence by a reasonable notice and (B) 

RESPONDENT failed to comply with it. 

                                                 
31 Aktieselskabet Olivebank v Damske Svolsyre Fabrik (The “Springbank”) [1919] 2 K. B. 162; Ogden v Graham 

[1861] 1 B. & S. 773; Reardon Smith Line v Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food [1962] 1 Q.B. 42 [23]. 
32 Unitramp v Garnac Grain Co Inc (The “Hermine”) [1979] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 212; Tillmanns v Knutsford [1908] A. C. 

406. 
33 Dahl v Nelson, [1860] 6 App. Cas. 38. 
34 Reardon Smith Line v Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food [1962] 1 Q.B. 42 [23]. 
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A. CLAIMANT had the legal right to set a time of the essence for the performance of 

the contract by a reasonable notice 

38. CLAIMANT had the right to set a time of the essence by notice due to the default. Thus, the notice 

given by CLAIMANT was reasonable. Where one party is responsible for undue delay in his 

contractual obligations, the other party may give notice requiring the contract to be performed within 

a reasonable time.35 That time will become of the essence for both parties.36 In deciding whether a 

notice is reasonable the Tribunal should take into account what remains to be done at the date of the 

notice and whether the party giving the notice has continually pressed for completion.37 

39. RESPONDENT failed to remit the freight and their nomination of Busan was invalid. Thus, 

CLAIMANT was entitled to establish a time of the essence by notice. On 19 October 2016, 

CLAIMANT sent a “Top Urgent” email requesting RESPONDENT to fulfil both obligations before 

12:00 of 20 October 2016. CLAIMANT expressly stated that if RESPONDENT did not comply with 

their obligations after that date, CLAIMANT would treat RESPONDENT as having no intention of 

performing their obligations and reserved every right to accept repudiation and to terminate the 

Voyage Charterparty.38 The time set in the “Top Urgent” email was reasonable. Firstly, CLAIMANT 

allowed almost 24 hours to RESPONDENT to remit the freight and nominate the discharge port, 

which were enough for those matters. Secondly, from 10 October 2016 to 19 October 2016, 

CLAIMANT had never ceased to press RESPONDENT for their performance.  

40. Therefore, 12:00 o’clock on 20 October became time of essence of the Voyage Charterparty. As a 

result, CLAIMANT reserved their right to accept repudiation and terminate the Voyage Charterparty 

subsequently.  

                                                 
35 Parkin v Thorold [1852] 16 Beav. 59; Green v Sevin [1879] 13 Ch. D. 589; Compton v Bagley [1892] 1 Ch. 313. 
36 United Scientific Holdings Ltd v Burnley Borough Council [1978] A.C. 904 [946-47]. 
37 Stickney v Keeble [1915] A.C. 386. 
38 Moot Scenario, p. 64. 
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B. RESPONDENT did not perform their obligation to nominate a discharge port 

within the time of essence 

41. The nomination of Ningbo was invalid because it was made after the expiration of time of the essence. 

A failure to perform by the stipulated time entitles the innocent party to end all obligations, which 

have not already been performed.39 RESPONDENT’s nomination of Ningbo was made on 21 October 

2016. 40  With the expiration of time of essence, CLAIMANT reserved his right to accept 

RESPONDENT’s repudiation and to terminate the Voyage Charterparty. Thus, CLAIMANT is not 

bound by any subsequent performance.  

6. The Tribunal should assess the damage for detention based on the market rate 

42. RESPONDENT failed to nominate a valid discharge port and left the Vessel adrift in high seas for 

more than 11 days (08:00 of 11 October to 11:20 of 22 October).41 In order to calculate the amount 

of damage, the Tribunal should calculate the amount, which the ship could have earned at market 

rates during the period of detention.42 In the situation where the charterer delayed in nomination, the 

calculation of damage will not be governed by demurrage rate but solely by market rate.43  

43. The Benchmark used by the expert in the Parties’ Joint Expert Report, Coalspot.com, does not provide 

freight-rate indexes in TCE, and none of the routes possible under the Bills of Lading is included in 

their pool of routes. 44  Therefore, the Baltic Exchange Panamax Index (BPI) will be used as 

benchmark, which provides the average daily profit of Dry Bulk Panamax vessels employed in the 

spot market, sailing the 4 major shipping routes.45 

                                                 
39 Scandinavian Trading Tanker Co. AB v Flota Petrolera Ecuatoriana [1983] 2 A.C. 694. 
40 Moot Scenario, p. 67. 
41 Moot Scenario, p. 53, 68. 
42 Julian Cooke and others, Voyage Charters (4th edn, Routledge 2014) 656. 
43 Sib International S.R.L. v Metallgesellschaft Corporation (The “Noel Bay”) [1989] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 361. 
44 Moot Scenario, p. 100; Info available at: < http://www.coalspot.com/shipping/panamax.php> accessed at 10 April 

2017. 
45 Qingcheng Zeng and Chenrui Qu ‘An approach for Baltic Dry Index analysis based on empirical mode 

decomposition.’ [2014] 41 (3) Maritime Policy & Management 236. 

 

http://www.coalspot.com/shipping/panamax.php
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44. The Vessels has 76,822.00 Dwt so it fits within Panamax category with regards to tonnage. The 

average BPI between 11 October 2016 and 22 October 2016 was USD 835,56.46 The detention period 

was 11,180556 days. Therefore, the damage for detention should be USD 9.342,02. 

7. RESPONDENT is liable for the drifting costs caused by the delay 

45. The Tribunal should order RESPONDENT to compensate the CLAIMANT for these costs. The daily 

expenses consist of the daily hire (USD 8,000) plus the daily bunker costs (USD 2,000), USD 10,000 

in total. The drifting period was 11,180556 days. Therefore, calculating the period from 08:00 of 11 

October to 11:20 of 22 October, the drifting costs amount to USD111,805.56. 

VII. The Voyage Charterparty was validly terminated by CLAIMANT based on the 

repudiatory breach by RESPONDENT 

46. Repudiation occurs when one party by words or conduct evinces an intention not to perform, or 

expressly declares that he is or will be unable to perform his obligations under the contract in some 

essential respect. 47  Repudiation by a party entitles the innocent party to accept the breach and 

terminate contract.48  In the present case, the termination of the Voyage Charterparty was valid 

because (A) RESPONDENT had repudiated the contract and (B) CLAIMANT had accepted the 

repudiation by issuing the notice of termination. 

8. RESPONDENT repudiated the contract 

47. RESPONDENT had repudiated the contract in three ways, (A) by persistently giving invalid orders 

regarding the discharge port; (B) by failing to pay freight; (C) by failing to perform within time of 

essence. 

                                                 
46 Info available at: <https://www.investing.com/indices/baltic-panamax-historical-data >   accessed at 10 April 2017.  
47 Martin v Stout [1925] A.C. 359; Brinkibon Ltd v Stahag Stahl und Stahlwarenhandelgesellschaft mbH [1980] 2 

Lloyd’s Rep. 556. 
48 Heyman v Darwin Ltd [1942] A.C. 356. 

https://www.investing.com/indices/baltic-panamax-historical-data
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A. RESPONDENT conducted a repudiatory breach by persistently making 

illegitimate nominations 

48. RESPONDENT had repudiated the contract by persisting on illegitimate nominations. The court held 

in Gregos that the persistence of the charterers on an invalid order without giving a valid one evinces 

an intention no longer to be bound by the contract.49  

49. In the present case, RESPONDENT had not only failed to give a valid nomination but also insisted 

on Busan regardless of the rejection by CLAIMANT. Subsequently, RESPONDENT nominated 

Ningbo after the expiration of time of essence. In the meantime, RESPONDENT left the Vessel 

drifting in the high seas. Therefore, RESPONDENT’s conduct showed a clear intention of non-

performance, which entitles CLAIMANT to terminate the Voyage Charterparty. 

B. Failure to pay freight is a repudiatory breach 

50. RESPONDENT’s default with regard to the freight amounts to repudiation. The court decided in the 

GCL that failure to comply with the payment obligation under a Charterparty could be a contractual 

termination option when there is a significant delay by the charterer or incapability clearly stated by 

the charterer or intention to pay in arrears by the charterer.50 

51. To assess the validity of termination, all the circumstances and history of the commercial relationship 

up to the point of termination need to be taken into account.51 The present case involves a Voyage 

Charterparty, and the payment of freight is one of the core performances. The Tribunal should 

consider the following: Firstly, RESPONDENT delayed the payment for more than 10 days. Secondly, 

on 15 October 2016, RESPONDENT declared that they are unable to make the payment due to the 

                                                 
49 Cf. Torvald Klaveness v Arni Maritime Corp (The “Gregos”) [1995] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 1; Cf. Suisse Atlantique v N. V. 

Rotterdamsche Kolen Centrale [1967] 1 A.C. 361; Mediterranean Salvage & Towage Ltd v Seamar Trading & 

Commerce Inc (The “Reborn”) [2009] 2 Lloyd’s Rep. 639. 
50 Grand China Logistics (GCL) Holding (Group) Co Ltd v Spar Shipping AS [2016] EWCA Civ 982. 
51 Chilean Nitrate Sales Corpn v Marine Transportation Co Ltd (The “Hermosa”) [1980] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 638 [570]. 
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default of IBU.52 Thirdly, on 21 October 2016, RESPONDENT promised to pay after the discharge 

of the Cargo,53 which evinced a clear intention to pay in arrears. Therefore, RESPONDENT’s conduct 

constitutes a repudiation of the Voyage Charterparty. 

C. Failure to perform the contract within the time of essence is a breach of condition 

52. RESPONDENT’s failure to perform the contract within the time of the essence constitutes a breach 

of a condition of the Voyage Charterparty. A breach of the time of the essence obligation will be 

treated as a breach of a condition thereby allowing the innocent party to elect to terminate the contract. 

Case Law has established that the time of the essence should be treated as if it is an express term of 

the contract entitling the innocent party to terminate.54  

53. To conclude, the time set in the “Top Urgent” email should be considered as of the essence. 

RESPONDENT failed to comply with this time. Thus, the Tribunal should consider 

RESPONDENT’s conduct as breach of condition, which entitles CLAIMANT to terminate the 

Voyage Charterparty. 

9. The notice of termination was valid 

54. CLAIMANT’s acceptance of RESPONDENT’s repudiation by issuing the notice of termination was 

valid. Where one party repudiates the contract, the other party can unilaterally accept the breach and 

declare that it treats the contract as having come to an end.55 The contract will be terminated upon the 

acceptance. The acceptance by innocent party has to be made within reasonable time.56 

55. In the present case, the notice of termination was made after the expiration of the period set by 

CLAIMANT, which constituted the time of essence. It should be considered as reasonable time. 

                                                 
52 Moot Scenario, p. 56. 
53 Moot Scenario, p. 68. 
54 Lombard North Central plc v Butterworth [1987] Q. B. 527; L. Schuler A. G. v Wickman Machine Tool Sales Ltd 

[1974] A. C. 235 [251]; Telfair Shipping Corporation v Athos Shipping Co. S. A. [1983] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 127 [137-138]; 

Scandinavian Trading Tanker Co. AB v Flota Petrolera Ecuatoriana [1983] 2 A.C. 694 [703]. 
55 Hochster v De La Tour [1853] 2 E&B 678. 
56 Stocnia Gdanska SA v Latvian Shipping Co (No. 2) [2002] EWCA Civ 889; White Rosebay Shipping SA v Hong Kong 

Chain Glory Shipping Ltd [2013] EWHC 1355. 
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CLAIMANT explicitly stated his intention by the notice of termination to accept the repudiatory by 

RESPONDENT and terminate the Voyage Charterparty. Therefore, the notice was valid and the 

Voyage Charterparty was terminated on 22 October 2016. 

VIII. CLAIMANT may exercise a lien over the Cargo and sub-freights 

10. CLAIMANT is entitled to the outstanding freight 

56. According to Clause 19 of the Recap, RESPONDENT had to pay freight within five banking days 

after completion of the loading, the release of the Bills of Lading and the issuance of the invoice.57 

57. The loading was completed on 4 October 2016, and the Bills of Lading were issued in the same day.58 

The invoice was issued on 9 October 2016, before the fifth banking day, which was 10 October 2016. 

RESPONDENT has still not paid freight, as himself admitted by e-mail on 21 October 2016.59 

11. CLAIMANT has a right of lien over the Cargo due to non-payment of freight 

A. CLAIMANT has a right of lien 

i. The lien Clause is incorporated in the Bills of Lading 

58. The lien Clause 19 of the Voyage Charterparty is incorporated in the Bills of Lading. Thus, 

CLAIMANT has a lien over the Cargo for freight due and not paid. The words of incorporation of 

Clause 1 of the Conditions of Carriage are “All terms and conditions, liberties and exceptions of the 

charterparty, (…), are herewith incorporated”.60  

59. According to the Miramar, the word “terms” includes lien provisions. In this case, it was considered 

that the words “any terms whatsoever” in the incorporation Clause of the bill of lading included the 

                                                 
57 Moot Scenario, p.22. 
58 Moot Scenario, p.45, 47. 
59 Moot Scenario, p. 67-68. 
60 Moot Scenario, p.44. 
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lien Clause of the charterparty.61 In the present case, the wording is wider than the wording of the 

incorporation Clause in the Miramar.  

60. Even if the words of Clause 1 of the Conditions of Carriage were not broad enough to incorporate the 

lien Clause, the words “freight payable as per charterparty” on the front of the Bills of Lading are 

sufficient to consider it incorporated.62 In Fry v Chartered Merchantile Bank of India, London and 

China, the Common Pleas Division held that the words “freight payable as per charterparty” were 

sufficient to incorporate a lien Clause related to freight.63 In the present case, CLAIMANT has the 

right to exercise lien over Cargo for the payment of freight, as the words of incorporation in the Bills 

of Lading are the same as the ones in Fry v Chartered Merchantile Bank of India, London and China.  

ii. CLAIMANT is the carrier under the Bills of Lading 

61. As carrier under the Bills of Lading, CLAIMANT can exercise the lien incorporated in the Bills of 

Lading against their lawful holder, which is not a party to the Charterparty.64 The Bills of Lading 

govern the relationship between CLAIMANT and IBU, and create a lien over the Cargo, which the 

latter is entitled to claim. 

62. As stated in paras. 20 to 22, the Bills of Lading incorporate the Voyage Charterparty. Clause 3 of the 

Recap identifies CLAIMANT as “owners” thus, all references in the Voyage Charterparty to “owners” 

are references to CLAIMANT.65 Clause 26 of the Recap states that the Master will sign and issue 

Bills of Lading on behalf of the CLAIMANT.66 Clause 19 of Part 2 of the Voyage Charterparty states 

that CLAIMANT shall have a lien on the cargo for freight due under the Voyage Charterparty.67  

                                                 
61 Miramar v Holborn Oil (The “Miramar”) [1984] A.C. 676; Feoso (Singapore) Pte Ltd v Faith Maritime Company 

Limited [2003] SGCA 34 [33]. 
62 Moot Scenario, p.45. 
63 Fry v Chartered Merchantile Bank of India, London and China [1866] L.R. 1 C.P. 689;  
64 Melis Özdel, Bills of Lading Incorporating Charterparties (Bloomsbury 2015) 89. 
65 Moot Scenario, p.20. 
66 Moot Scenario, p.20-2. 
67 Moot Scenario, p.31. 
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63. The wording of Clause 1 of the Conditions of Carriage is broad enough to incorporate the Clauses 

that establish CLAIMANT as the carrier. According to the Court of Appeal in Hamilton v Mackie, 

first it is necessary to assess whether or not the wording of the incorporation in the bill of lading is 

broad enough to incorporate a certain Clause. If so, it must be determined whether the Clause of the 

charterparty makes sense in the context of the bill of lading if set out in full; if it does make sense, 

the Clause is applicable. 68  

64. In the present case, the wording is broad enough. Clause 1 of the Conditions of Carriage begins with 

“All terms and conditions (…)”, and doctrine supports that a term of a contract is “Any provision 

forming part of a contract”.69 Therefore, Clauses 3 and 26 of the Recap shall be considered as included 

in the wording of incorporation as they are terms (provisions) of the charterparty and the Bills of 

Lading incorporate “all terms”. 

65. Moreover, the incorporation of the said Clauses fills a gap in the Bills of Lading. The Bills of Lading 

do not identify the carrier and the Master did not state on whose behalf he was signing. The Clauses 

supplement the Bills of Lading. By identifying on whose behalf the Master signs the Bills of Lading, 

the abovementioned Clauses identify who is the carrier. According to Case Law and doctrine, a 

charterer is the carrier when he signs the bills of lading, or someone signs them on his behalf.70   

66. The reasoning provided by the EWCA in the Epsilon Rosa should be taken into account. According 

to it, when a bill of lading incorporates a charterparty, it incorporates all Clauses of the Recap that 

are consistent with it.71 The EWCA also states that the parties shall look into the charterparty, 

including its Recap, when it is clear that important elements of the contract of carriage are not 

expressly contained in the bill of lading. In the words of Lord Justice Tuckey, in his reasoning to 

incorporate the recap fixtures, “It should be apparent to any holder of the bill that all the terms of the 

                                                 
68 Hamilton v Mackie [1888] 5 T.L.R. 677. 
69 Moot Scenario, p. 46; Elizabeth Martin, A Dictionary of Law (5th edn, Oxford University Press 2002) 494. 
70 Samuel v West Hartlepool Steam Navigation Co [1906] 11 Com. Cas 115; Richard Aikens, and others, Bills of lading 

(2nd edn, Routledge 2016) 744. 
71 Welex AG v Rosa Maritime Ltd (The “Epsilon Rosa”) [2003] EWCA Civ 938. 
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contract are not contained in that document and that the other terms are to be found in the related 

charterparty”.72 It was decided that the parties had the duty to know what Clauses were agreed on, 

especially if it was obvious that some important information was not contained in the bills of lading, 

as in the present case, but in the charterparty they incorporate. 

67. In view of the above it is clear that the lien Clause is incorporated in the bills of lading, since the 

words of incorporation are broad enough to incorporate Clauses 3 and 26 of the recap fixture, and the 

said Clauses make sense if set in full in the Bills of Lading. Furthermore, the Bills of Lading do not 

mention in whose behalf the Master is signing the Bills of Lading, so the answer must be in the 

charterparty incorporated. Welex AG v. Rosa Maritime Ltd (The “Epsilon Rosa”) [2003] EWCA Civ 

938. 

iii. CLAIMANT may exercise the lien as disponent owner 

68. CLAIMANT is the disponent owner of the vessel and carrier under the Bills of Lading, therefore, 

CLAIMANT has a lien over the Cargo.  

69. In the Clipper Monarch, the EWHC held that a disponent owner, by having the right to direct the 

vessel, has a right identical to taking possession of the cargo, which is enough to exercise lien over 

the cargo.73 The reasoning supporting this decision is that the power to order the vessel not to 

discharge before the payment of freight can be exercised by an owner or by a disponent owner.  

70. In the present case, as disponent owner, CLAIMANT can order the vessel not to discharge until 

further notice, so CLAIMANT can exercise lien over the Cargo.74 

71. According to Clause 8 (a) of the Time Charterparty, the Vessel is under the orders and directions of 

CLAIMANT.75 Moreover, in the email dated 20 October 2016, the owners assured that CLAIMANT 

                                                 
72 Welex AG v Rosa Maritime Ltd (The “Epsilon Rosa”) [2003] EWCA Civ 938. 
73 Castleton Commodities Shipping Company Pte v Limited Silver Rock Investments (The “Clipper Monarch”) [2015] 

EWHC 2584 (Comm). 
74Simon Baughen ‘Disponent owners’ liens on cargo’ (The Institute of International Shipping and Trade Law, 25 

February 2016) < https://iistl.wordpress.com/2016/02/25/disponent-owners-liens-on-cargo/> accessed at 10 April 2017. 
75 Moot Scenario, p.3. 
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would have “the owners’ assistance insofar as such assistance is within the boundaries of the CP”. In 

the same email, Owners expressly stated that they would “help the chrts (CLAIMANT) exercise the 

lien over the cargo (…)”.76  

72. As stated above, in the present case, the Voyage Charterparty entitles CLAIMANT to exercise a lien 

over the Cargo and according to the Time Charterparty, CLAIMANT is able to order the Vessel to 

retain the cargo. Therefore, CLAIMANT is entitled and able to exercise lien over the cargo. 

B. CLAIMANT has a right of lien over sub-freights 

73. CLAIMANT had an implied obligation to allow RESPONDENT to collect the freight due under the 

Bills of Lading. CLAIMANT’s implied obligation ceased to exist when RESPONDENT defaulted. 

CLAIMANT is therefore entitled to collect freight due under the Bills of Lading and to hold the cargo 

until payment of the freight. CLAIMANT is entitled to intercept freights due under the Bills of 

Lading. 

74. CLAIMANT is the carrier under the Bills of Lading while the freight indicated in the Bills of Lading 

is the sum due to the carrier. CLAIMANT is entitled to collect the abovementioned freight.77 

75. The Bills of Lading issued on 4 October 2016 identified IBU as the shipper. Furthermore, they were 

issued and signed by the Master on behalf of CLAIMANT, as stated in paras. 58 to 67.78 In the case 

Luke v. Lyde, it was established that the owners of a vessel have the right to collect the freights due 

by the sub-charterers when their charterers are in default.79 There is an implied obligation to allow 

the charterers to collect the freights due under the bills of lading, as long as they pay the hires or 

freights, which, however, ceases to exist when they enter on default.  

76. This rule should be extended to disponent owners acting as carriers, as in these cases, the disponent 

owners are the ones entitled to collect freights due under the bills of lading. The abovementioned 

                                                 
76 Moot Scenario, p.36. 
77 Terence Coghlin and others, Time Charters (7th edn, Routledge 2014) 588-90. 
78 Moot Scenario, p. 20, 22, 41-2. 
79 Luke v Lyde [1759] 2 Burr. 882; Rederi v Ellerman’s Wilson Line [1926] 26 Lloyd’s Rep. 259. 
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implied obligation is an obligation of the carrier towards its charterers, whose breach entitles the 

carrier to exercise a right that carriers are entitled to exercise in normal – the right to collect freight 

for the voyage. 

77. In the present case, RESPONDENT has been in default since 10 October 2016, the CLAIMANT is 

entitled to collect the said freights as carrier according to the abovementioned rule.80 

78. Regarding the requirements to intercept the freights due, the solution presented in the Bulk Chile, 

based on Nanfri and supported by doctrine, should be followed in the present case. A simple notice 

of the owners/carrier requiring their sub-charterers to pay the freight due under the Bill of Lading 

directly to them is considered enough.81  

79. The notice of lien on sub-freight sent by CLAIMANT to IBU clearly states “(…) we now hereby 

demand that you pay such sub-freights to us (…)”.82 The said notice shall be considered enough, as 

it is in fact a notice of the carrier asking the shipper to pay him the freight directly.  

80. As a result, the Tribunal should find that the notice of lien sent on 20 October 2016 shall be regarded 

as a notice to pay the freights due under the Bill of Lading to the person acting for the owner, the 

CLAIMANT. 

IX. It is urgent and necessary to order sale of cargo 

 

81. CLAIMANT is entitled to sell the Cargo on board. The circumstances of this case have created 

enough urgency and necessity to justify an order of sale for four reasons. (1) In order to preserve the 

lien on the Cargo, the Vessel and the Cargo was under critical condition. (2) Keeping the Cargo on 

board is the only reasonably alternative for CLAIMANT to exercise lien. (3) There is a non-negligible 

                                                 
80Federal Commerce & Navigation Co Ltd v Molena Alpha Inc (The “Nanfri”) [1979] AC 757; Terence Coghlin and 

others, Time Charters (7th edn, Routledge 2014) 592. 
81 Dry Bulk Handy Holding Inc. and another v Fayette International Holdings and another (The “Bulk Chile”) [2013] 

EWCA Civ 184; Federal Commerce & Navigation Co Ltd v Molena Alpha Inc (The “Nanfri”) [1979] AC 757; Terence 

Coghlin and others, Time Charters (7th edn, Routledge 2014) 591. 
82 Moot Scenario, p. 66. 
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risk that the value of the Cargo will steadily diminish over time. (4) There is no sign that this dispute 

could be settled in short term. 

12. The Vessel and the Cargo were under critical condition 

82. The Tribunal should grant the order of sale because of the urgent condition on board of the Vessel. 

In Corinna, the court confirmed that the situation on board including the sickness of the crew, the 

lack of fresh food, water and medical supplies; the overheating of the cargo (coal), the dire situation 

of the vessel due to the monsoon season and the low morale of the crew are “a clear case of urgency”.83 

83.  The situation in the present case is identical to the Corinna. According to the Master’s letter on 30 

November, the overheating of the Cargo has been detected and the Cargo was under high risk of self-

igniting and exploding. The Vessel was in critical condition because of the monsoon season and 

prevailing wind. Besides, the Vessel was in need of supplies. Further, the crew morale was very low. 

The Master had already lost control over the crew and faced collective pressure to resignate. 

Furthermore, the situations on board the Vessel were worsening every day.84 The Cargo was also 

suffering from the possibility of being deteriorated. Therefore, the situation on board is urgent enough 

to enable the sale of the Cargo. 

13. No other reasonably available alternatives for CLAIMANT to detain possession 

of the Cargo except for keeping the Cargo on board 

84. Exercising lien and maintaining the Cargo on board is the only choice for CLAIMANT. In the 

Corinna case, the discharge port of the ship was in India. The court stated that since Indian law did 

not allow the right of lien over the cargo, detaining the cargo on board would be the only option for 

preserving the lien, which will prolong the grim situation on board.85 According to Article 87 of the 

                                                 
83 Five Ocean Corporation v Cingler Ship Pte Ltd (The “Corinna”) [2015] SGHC 311 [56-59]. 
84 Moot Scenario, p. 37. 
85 Five Ocean Corporation v Cingler Ship Pte Ltd (The “Corinna”) [2015] SGHC 311 [61]. 
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Chinese Maritime Code, the shipowner can only exercise lien over the cargo based on default of 

freight when the cargo is owned by the default party. 

85. RESPONDENT is not the owner of the Cargo in the present case. Therefore, the right to lien will not 

be recognized if the Vessel discharges at Chinese ports. CLAIMANT will have to maintain the Cargo 

on the Vessel, which will prolong the critical conditions and cause more damages to CLAIMANT. 

Therefore it is necessary for CLAIMANT to sell the Cargo and to cease the exercise of the lien. 

14. Value of the Cargo will steadily diminish over time  

86. It is necessary to sell the Cargo due to the existence of a non-negligible risk that the value of the 

Cargo will steadily diminish over time. This was considered by the court in Corinna.86 The court, 

based on the expert report by a former coal trader and broker, stated that the increase of the expense 

in maintaining the Cargo aboard might result in a situation, where another party retained no residual 

financial interest in the Cargo and might even deem it as commercially worthless.87  

87. In the present case, according to expert report the valuation of the cargo will be effected by “the high 

cost of keeping a ship on water with crew and cargo”.88 Mr. Coalman calculated a distressed cargo 

value and underlined that the discount could be more than 15% in this case.89  

88. RESPONDENT will have to pay for the daily expense of exercising the lien on the Vessel, which can 

decrease the financial interest of the Cargo hence, derogate RESPONDENT’s willingness to redeem 

the Cargo. In addition, as mentioned in the expert’s report, the level of the discount of a distressed 

cargo depends on the local market conditions at the time of the sale.90 The Vessel will approach China 

and Chinese coal market has been falling in line since the spring of 2011.91 Thus, the Tribunal should 

                                                 
86 Five Ocean Corporation v Cingler Ship Pte Ltd (The “Corinna”) [2015] SGHC 311 [62]. 
87 Five Ocean Corporation v Cingler Ship Pte Ltd (The “Corinna”) [2015] SGHC 311 [62]. 
88 Moot Scenario, p. 101. 
89 Moot Scenario, p. 101. 
90 Moot Scenario, p.101. 
91 Moot Scenario, p. 99. 
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recognize the existence of a non-negligible risk that the value of the Cargo would steadily diminish 

over time. 

15. The possibility for CLAIMANT to settle this dispute and get compensation in 

short term is low 

89. The necessity to sell the Cargo is reinforced by the difficulty for the CLAIMANT to settle this dispute 

and get compensation in short time. In Corinna, the court assessed the willingness and ability of the 

default party and decided that there was no end in sight for the payment, therefore, it was necessary 

to order the sale of the Cargo.92  

90. In the present case, until the commencement of the arbitration proceeding, no progress regarding the 

payment has been made. Besides, no further evidence suggesting that RESPONDENT has requisite 

funds and willingness to make such payment. Therefore, the Tribunal should draw the same 

conclusion considering CLAIMANT is unlikely to get compensated in short time. Thus, it is 

necessary for the Tribunal to order the sale of the Cargo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
92 Five Ocean Corporation v Cingler Ship Pte Ltd (The “Corinna”) [2015] SGHC 311. 
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X. Prayer for relief 

For the reasons laid down above, the CLAIMANT requests this Tribunal to: 

DECLARE that this Tribunal has jurisdiction to decide this case and order the sale of the cargo 

pendent lite; 

DECLARE that RESPONDENT’s breach of the obligations to pay freight and to declare discharge 

port amounts to repudiatory breach of the contract; 

DECLARE that CLAIMANT’s termination of the Voyage Charterparty is valid, therefore 

CLAIMANT is entitled to recover damages for detention; 

DECLARE that CLAIMANT is entitled to exercise lien over the Cargo; 

DECLARE that CLAIMANT is entitled to intercept the freight due under the Bills of Lading; 

DECLARE that RESPONDENT is liable for the drifting costs of the vessel since 10 October 2016; 

DECLARE that the sale of the Cargo pendent lite is just and necessary; 

ORDER the sale of the cargo pendent lite; 

AWARD the freight due by RESPONDENT under the Voyage Charterparty in the amount of            

USD 771.120,48 together with interest as from 10 October 2016; 

AWARD damages for detention in the amount of USD 9.342,02; 

AWARD drifting costs in the amount of USD 111.805,56; 

AWARD the costs of exercising lien over Cargo whose amount is so far USD 377.185,22, and other 

sums to be further assessed. 


